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Abstract.  This paper mainly studies the optimization design method of annular slot in the 
cylindrical resonant cavity. Firstly, we illustrate the microwave resonant cavity perturbation method 
and radiation power’s influence on the cavity; then using HFSS to simulate the radiation power 
calculation, in order to convenient facilitate results in optimal design, class quadratic Gaussian 
function is used to fit the data of the radiation power to get fitting equation between the slot width 
and slot position; Finally, we establish optimization model to the purpose of radiation power 
minimum based on the fitting function and using HFSS numerical simulation to verify the 
feasibility of the method. 

1、Brief Introduction of Microwave Resonant Cavity Perturbation Method 

The basic idea of microwave resonant cavity perturbation is the microwave resonant cavity 
resonance frequency will be offset with the variation of dielectric constant of dielectric cavity. 
When the resonant cavity semi closed, the current through the annular slot will out near field 
radiation, which will have an impact on the human body. In addition, the radiation will reduce the 
stored energy of the resonant cavity, causing unnecessary power loss; Radiation electromagnetic 
field will be generated on the main mode of resonant cavity interference patterns, disrupting main 
mode resonance, is not conducive to sweep observe and capture. In order to reduce electromagnetic 
radiation power of the slot, we design optimization model of the cylindrical resonant cavity slot. 

2、Fitting Equation of the Slot Radiation Power 

Due to the calculation of cylindrical resonant cavity radiation power should take complicated 
boundary conditions into account, it is difficult to get exact analytic expressions, the method of 
complex numerical integration and matrix solution calculation is difficult to be used for the 
optimization model. To this end, we use HFSS electromagnetic simulation of microwave resonance 
cavity to simulate multiple position and width of slot, get a lot of data, and then the fitting equation 
of radiation power to slot position and width is obtained by using data, to prepare for the next step 
optimization model. Cylindrical cavity HFSS electromagnetic simulation is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1  A cylindrical cavity under HFSS simulation 

 
We use HFSS established a size of single slit cavity 3D model, setting material, the boundary and 
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the excitation frequency conditions. Then we numerically solve the radiation power in a cylindrical 
resonant cavity whose radius 2R cm= , the slot width in between 0.2 ~ 0.6w cm cm∆ =  and slots in 
different position of cavity, computational results as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2  Slot radiation power in different position and width  

 
Among them, the x label represents the mid cycle radius to define the position of the slot. From 

the figure, the amount of slot radiation increases with the increase of the width, and with the 
relocation of the slot position power increased first and then decreased. 

From the numerical results which the image shows, the radiation power distribution for different 
positions more satisfy the characteristics of Gaussian function and influence of slit width is mainly 
on the parameters of Gaussian function. To this end, we use MATLAB to fit quadratic Gaussian 
function and fit Gaussian function parameter with the slit width, the radiation power fitting 
relationship equation is below: 
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Among them, P is the radiation power of the gap, r is the radius of the mid circle, as the w∆
is slot width. By using fitting relation, we will simulation data into the radiation power of slot width 
and slot position binary relation. 

3、The Optimization Model of Cylindrical Cavity with Slot Width and Distribution 

 
Fig. 3  Schematic diagram of slot parameters 

Our optimization goal is to find an optimum aperture distribution and each slot width, for the 
total radiation power as much as possible small. Set slot number as n , the slot width as 1... nw w∆ ∆ , 

the radius of the mid circle as 1... nr r  respectively, we can get a linear constrained optimization 
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model: 
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Among them, f is the fitting relationship (1), mind and maxd  are the minimum and maximum 
widths of the metal ring between the slots under the requirements, outsided  is the outer cavity wall 
thickness, R is the total radius of the resonant cavity. 

In the optimization model, the first and third constraints are respectively defined the boundary 
conditions of the inner and the outer slot; the second constraint defines each slot in the middle of 
boundary conditions, which are not overlapped each slot; the four constraint ensures the steam flow, 
prevent the influence on the measurement results. 

4、Optimization Model Solution and HFSS Numerical Simulation 

We use the optimization model above to optimize of a 3 Slot resonant cavity. The total radius R
is 2cm. The mind =1mm, maxd =3mm. 

The solutions are as follows: 
Slot 1 2 3 
Mid cycle radius r  1.41mm 7.665mm 15.055mm 
Slot width w∆  2.82mm 5.33mm 4.11mm 
Metal ring width 2.18mm 2.67mm 2.89mm 

Table 1  Optimized solution of the slots 

The total radiated power
1
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∆∑  is 0.0117 watts. In order to validate the accuracy of the 

optimize slot calculation; we use HFSS electromagnetic numerical simulation software to simulate 
the situation. 

According to the optimized size, draw the three-dimensional model of the cylindrical cavity, as 
shown in figure 4. Then set up the material, boundary and excitation frequency. We calculated the 
electric field intensity and magnetic field intensity distribution of the cavity (Figure 5) and radiation 
parameters. Using HFSS calculation, the amount of gap radiation obtained is 0.0122 watts and the 
calculated values above is 0.0117 watts. We can think of the model can be used for the design of 
cylindrical resonant cavity in the slot. 
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Fig. 4  Optimization model of three-dimensional cylindrical cavity 

 
Fig. 5  The electric field intensity and magnetic field intensity distribution of cylindrical cavity 
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